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• Over 60% of the programme’s 

H2020 funding through open calls

• Large SME participation with a 

high percentage of SMEs being 

first-time EU FP participants

• Broad geographical spread and 

widening of aeronautics sector

• Newcomers from other sectors 

providing key innovation impetus 

(e.g. automotive)

• An ultra-efficient instrument with 

running cost < 2.5%

• A PPP delivering on its 

commitments

Clean Sky 2: an open and inclusive PPP

Clean Sky an efficient and performant EU-wide eco-system
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Important gains are being made, but this is not enough!

Clean Sky 2 
Environmental 

Objectives 
Objectives1,2

vs. best aircraft in 2014 

EUROPE‘S GREEN DEAL

The Green Deal: climate neutrality and EU competitiveness



Europe’s GHG Emissions Challenge (1.5° scenario)

*

*LULUCF : Land use, land use change and forestry

Europe’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions trajectory

To secure net impact by 2050, actions need to be taken now!

Challenge 
requires close 

link-up of policy 
with research & 

technology 
development 
for maximum 

impact.

today



Private stakeholder’s Shared Vision and Commitment
for the proposed Clean Aviation Partnership

A Shared Vision: climate-neutral aviation by 2050



Technology thrusts per product cluster

Fuel/CO2:

Long & 
Medium Range

> 3000 km

Short Range

< 3000 km

Regional Short 
Range

~ 1000 km

Commuter / 
VTOL

~ 500 km

~50%~45%~5%

Advanced aircraft & gas turbines

Full electric aircraft

Hybrid electric propulsion

Sustainable alternative fuels (SAF) enabled aircraft

Up to 50% technology-driven emissions reduction by 2050; 
~90% when combined with optimised operations and SAF



Implementation challenge 1: research approach

 Upstream research in order to fill the 
pipeline and mature technologies

 Demonstrators to enable accelerated 
incorporation into disruptive 
innovations for maximum impact

 ONE integrated program for both, 
upstream and demonstrator research

 Upstream research within 
“Collaborative Research Program”

 Demonstrators within                     
“Clean Sky 2 Program”

 Limited synergies between the two 
programs

Horizon EuropeHorizon 2020

Integrating upstream research and demonstrators is vital



CS2 ESIF Synergies: ~ €50 millions
(plus projects at national level 

aligned via CS members)

New Horizon Europe partnership synergies level of 
ambition: ~ €3000 millions

(via an Innovation Architecture)

Horizon EuropeHorizon 2020

x10

Maximising synergies across Europe is essential

Implementation challenge 2: innovation architecture

National Research & 
Innovation Programmes

European Structural 
Investment Funds (ESIF)



Towards climate-neutral aviation: total effort required 

Research & 
Innovation

Product 
Development

Product 
Deployment

12+ 
bn€

50+ 
bn€

5000+ 
bn€

2020 2030 2040 205020352025 2045

Targeting massive overall investment leverage

1. Clean Aviation PPP requirement:
6 billion € overall budget incl. 
upstream and demonstrators
(4 billion € EU funding vs. 2.3 billion 
€ in H2020).

2. Complementary programs within 
EU and Member States and on top, 
100% Private Initiatives, with a total 
volume of additional 6 billion €.



Courtesy DLR Courtesy ONERA Courtesy TU Delft / NLR

Outlook on Horizon Europe: Clean Aviation Partnership

• European Commission priorities for 2021-2027 (e.g. Green Deal)

• Clear and extremely ambitious sector-wide commitment to achieve a 
climate-neutral aviation in 2050, while ensuring EU’s competitiveness

• Revolution in technology development and its fast and widespread 
deployment is mandatory

• A PPP ensures teaming and brings research and policy together  impact

• Impact will assure European aviation is fit for the future and a global leader

• Effective regulations and an appropriate financial framework will enable 
synergies, setting global standards and secure EU’s industrial strategy


